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Written By Becky Baines
Dolphins live in a family.
Living in a group helps dolphins find food and be safe.
In deep ocean waters, groups of dolphins form a school with a lot more dolphins.
Dolphins talk with sounds instead of words.

Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines.
Dolphins eat fish, squid, crabs, and shrimp.
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Dolphins hunt for food together.
Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines
Dolphins, written by Becky Baines

Basic Dolphin Anatomy

- Melon
- Beak
- Blownhole
- Dorsal Fin
- Flipper
- Fluke

Dolphins help them swim better. Their tail helps them go fast and their dorsal fin helps them swim straight.

Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines
Little dolphins can swim when they are born.

Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines
Big dolphins have blubber to keep them warm.

Little dolphins do not.
Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines

little dolphins can talk right after being born.
At 6 years old, a dolphin becomes an adult.
Dolphins like to play. They ride waves and blow bubbles.

Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines
Dolphins play games in the moonlight. When it's bedtime, they sleep.

Adapted from the original text, *Dolphins*, written by Becky Baines
The End
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